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Abstract. Online social media platforms such as Twitter have been
found to be misused by extremist groups, including Islamic State of Iraq
and Syria (ISIS), who attract and recruit social media users. To prevent
their influence from expanding in the online social media platforms, it
is required to understand the online behaviors of these extremist group
users and their followers, for predicting and identifying potential secu-
rity threats. We present an empirical study about ISIS followers’ online
behaviors on Twitter, proposing to classify their tweets in terms of po-
litical and subjectivity polarities. We first develop a supervised classi-
fication model for the polarity classification, based on natural language
processing and clustering methods. We then develop a statistical analysis
of term-polarity correlations, which leads us to successfully observe ISIS
followers’ online behaviors, which are in line with the reports of experts.

Keywords: Extremist online behavior, social media analysis, polarity-
based classification

1 Introduction

Online social media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flicker,
have emerged and been widely used in our daily lives during the last decade. The
users of these platforms are encouraged to make connections and share informa-
tion (e.g., personal statuses, news, videos, pictures) with each other. Due to the
high popularity and reachability of the online social media platforms, terrorist
organizations have been found to utilize the platforms to spread their ideas, re-
cruit members, and plan terrorist activities [1]. As their influence grows in the
social media, more users may be attracted to, follow, and even join these terror-
ist organizations. For public safety, there is thus the need of understanding how
they work in the social media and timely analyzing what are their propaganda.

Recently, several studies focus on analysing terrorist users’ online behaviors
for identifying potential security threats. For examples, Scanlon and Gerber [2,
3] applied supervised learning methods, e.g., support vector machine (SVM) [4],
and natural language processing techniques, e.g., topic modeling with latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [5], to detect the recruitment activities of violent
groups within extremist social media websites. Rudas et al. [6] investigated the
role of extremists in the value production environment such as Wikipedia.



The recent rise and actions of an extremist group, called Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant (ISIL/ISIS), have received widespread news coverage over
the world. Simultaneously, researchers have also studied the identification and
behavioral analysis of ISIS supporters in the social media, who can be security
threats. For instance, Magdy et al. [7] collected the Arabic tweets referring to
ISIS and classified them into two categories, i.e., pro-ISIS and anti-ISIS, to study
the antecedents of ISIS supports. Furthermore, they exploited the social media
users’ online content and social network dynamics to predict their future atti-
tudes towards Islam and Muslims [8]. Also, Rowe and Saif [9] characterized the
online radicalisation signals generated by social media users before, during, and
after they adopt pro-ISIS behaviors.

In this paper, we also analyze ISIS supporters’ online posts on social media
platforms. Differing from the previous studies that predict who are or will become
ISIS supporters, we aim at studying how known ISIS supporters collectively
behaved on the social media platform Twitter for promoting terrorism1. The
collective analysis is proposed based on the report that the social media users of
Jihadists are largely controlled by feed accounts [10], subsequentially influencing
their followers. This study may help spontaneously employ relevant counter-mea-
sures that can protect citizens from falling into the trap of their propaganda.

Previous approaches to understanding users’ behaviors in social media plat-
forms focus on classifying social media texts into pre-defined labels, including
sentiment [11, 12], commercial (e.g. Movie, Sport, Music) [13, 14] and application-
specific categories (e.g. election [15], natural disaster [16]), which can form into
a taxonomy [17, 18]. Several works employ unsupervised text mining methods
to identify insights from social media texts. For instance, Chen et al. [19] in-
crementally clustered tweets to detect emerging topics, and Hamroon et al. [20]
extracted triples of (subject, intention verb (e.g. ‘intend’), object). Such unsu-
pervised approaches, however, cannot straightforwardly identify certain charac-
teristics of the ISIS supporter tweets we observe as below.

We examined samples among 14,546 tweets that were written in English by
known ISIS followers between 2015 January and 2016 May.2 We observed that
there is subtle difference when the known ISIS followers wrote about ‘us’ and
‘them’, such that they promote, support, or defend the activities of ‘us’ (ISIS)
but blame or criticize the activities of ‘them’ (e.g. US, Syria, Russia, Saudi).
Also, we observed that when the ISIS followers express their opinion, they often
use religious terms considering their audience [21].

Based on those observations, we propose first to classify the tweets according
to the following two polarity dimensions: 1) ‘us’ vs. ‘them’, whether the tweet
describes about ISIS (‘us’) or about its opponents (‘them’), and 2) ‘subjective’
vs. ‘objective’, whether the tweet expresses subjective opinion or reports events
without emotional words. We then employ statistical measures for term-polarity
correlations, estimating how well a term differentiates between two opposite
categories in each polarity dimension. We finally identify the behaviors of the

1 https://blog.twitter.com/2016/combating-violent-extremism
2 https://www.kaggle.com/kzaman/how-isis-uses-twitter



supporters by comparing keywords of the opposite categories, citing relevant
reports of experts. This approach of comparing opposite categories differentiates
our work from other visual text analytic works that explore emerging topics [22,
23] and events [24] from text data.

To our best knowledge, our work is the first attempt to understand the online
behaviors of extremist user group like ISIS supporters by polarizing their social
media posts and capturing their different attitudes towards the opposite ends of
the polarity dimensions. The major contributions of the work are as follows:

– We propose to classify extremist user online posts in terms of political and
subjectivity polarities.

– We present a temporal method for analyzing term-polarity correlations to
support spontaneous counter-measures against the extremist user activities.

– We identify online behaviors of extremist user group by comparing terms
associated with opposite ends of a given polarity dimension.

2 Methods

2.1 Tweet classification scheme for analyzing ISIS follower online
behaviors

To understand the online behaviors of the ISIS followers, we define the following
two polarity dimensions for classifying the ISIS follower tweets: 1) poltical polar-
ity - ‘us’ (tweets about ISIS), ‘them’ (tweets about ISIS opponents), and ‘other’
(the other tweets), and 2) subjectivity polarity - ‘subjective’ (tweets with emo-
tional or religious words), ‘objective’ (tweets reporting events or information),
and ‘other’ (the other tweets). Table 1 shows example tweets of the classes.

The proposed classification scheme is different from previous works on politi-
cal and sentimental classification tasks. Previous works on political classification
task focus on answering which of the two parties the author of a given article
belongs to [25] or which of the two opposite ideologies (i.e. Democrat, Repub-
lican) a given article supports [26]. In contrast, the ISIS followers like other
extremists side with ISIS and share similar ideology. The political polarity of
our work rather classifies if a given tweet is about whom (‘us’ or ‘them’), in
order to understand how differently the followers describe about ‘us’ and ‘them’,
thus revealing their propaganda. Also, as the ISIS followers have stance biased
toward ISIS, we do not identify if a given tweet has positive or negative emotion,
which might be inferred from the political polarity. Instead, we address the task
of identifying if a tweet is subjective or not, in order to detect the explicit or
concealed emotional appeal to their audience.

Three annotators including two of the authors worked together for the man-
ual labeling of 280 tweets. They followed and maintained annotation guidelines
throughout the labeling process. Example guidelines are as follows:

– If a tweet does not have specific information, label it as ‘other’, not as ‘objective’.
– Only if the follower adds his/her opinion to report of activity, label the tweet as

‘subjective’; otherwise, label it as ‘objective’.



Political Subjectivity Example tweet

us objective #ISIS continues its rampage in #Palmyra and two #Iranian
Colonels reportedly killed in there. . #Syria

us subjective @saladinisback1 If you wants but IS have different view and
other project just like Taliban in Afghanistan, mostly religious

them objective RT @ SalmanHashimi: American machine gun left behind by
the #Peshmerga after the fled despite having US air cover:
https://t.co/IISLdHO8pV

them subjective They should call Saudi & UAE pilots to stop bombing them
first. #Saudi Council of Senior Scholars calls to aid civilians
in #Fallujah #Iraq.

other objective RT @HeartHasStereo: Situation in north Syria now
https://t.co/6Dz9st9qEt

other subjective RT @IslamicEyes: Nabi SAW said, “No one who has the
weight of a seed of arrogance in his heart will enter Paradise.
(Muslim)

other other @Ibn Al Farooq yes....
Table 1. Example tweets of the polarity-driven classes

us them other

objective 54 40 62
subjective 7 17 47

other 0 0 52

Table 2. Counts of man-
ually labeled tweets

Table 2 shows the number of manually annotated
tweets for the classes defined by the two polarities. Note
that there is no tweet that is manually labeled with
the ‘other’ class of the subjectivity polarity and with
either ‘us’ or ‘them’ class of the political polarity, which
may indicate that the ISIS followers wrote tweets about
‘us’ and ‘them’ purposefully, either delivering certain
information or expressing opinion explicitly.

2.2 Tweet classification

To classify the ISIS follower tweets with regards to the
two polarities, we represent tweets as feature vectors
and employ a machine learning method (e.g. SVM) for learning a classification
model from the tweet vector representations. We consider the following three
representations of tweets without requiring any gazetteer.

TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency): TF-IDF is a well-
known way of vector representation of texts, based on term frequencies within
and across documents. We consider both unigrams and bigrams as terms. This
method has such a limitation that it does not capture lexical semantics of short
texts like tweets well. Note that the proposed tweet classification should consider
term (dis-)similarity (e.g. ‘ISIS’, ‘islamic state’ vs. ‘US’, ‘Saudi’).

Topic modeling: Topic modeling based on LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation)
[5] builds a low dimensional vector space model for documents based on topics. A
topic is a distribution over the vocabulary of a given corpus, and each document
is represented as the distribution of topics. The words in a topic are closely



related to each other, but do not necessarily reflect lexical relationship involved
in the tweet classification task.

Clustering: Clustering is the task of grouping similar instances and can be
applied to identifying lexical similarity. We first utilize clustering methods to
group similar information units (IUs) like words into clusters and then represent
each tweet as the set of clusters to which the IUs of the tweet belong. We
employ and compare clustering methods of K-Means, DBSCAN [27], and Greedy
Variance Minimization (GVM)3.

We consider two IU types: word and dependency. A dependency consists of
two elements: a word and a dependency type [28]. For the example of triple re-
lationship “nsubj(destroy, ISIS)” produced by the Stanford dependency parser
[29], which means that ISIS destroys (something), we can identify two depen-
dencies: (ISIS, nsubj) and (destroy, nsubjI), where ‘I’ in ‘nsubjI’ indicates that
‘nsubjI’ is an inverse relation of ‘nsubj’. We identify the words and dependencies
in a given tweet by using the Stanford dependency parser.

We estimate the similarity between IUs based on the embeddings (or vector
representations) of the IUs. We employ Word2Vec [30] and word2vecf [28] to learn
embeddings of words and dependencies, respectively, from a corpus of tweets.
We then use the embeddings of each IU type as input for clustering methods,
which produce clusters of words and dependencies.

We compare two tweet corpora as input of Word2Vec and word2vecf for
learning the embeddings of IUs: 1) the tweets of the known ISIS followers, which
is closely relevant but small, and 2) a big corpus of tweets that are crawled with
relevant keyword searches, which is thus loosely relevant but big. We describe the
details of the second corpus in Section 3.1 and show that the word/dependency
embeddings learnt from the big corpus of tweets generate better clusters as
features of the classification task than those learnt from the ISIS follower tweets.

We compare combinations of the three representations (i.e. TF-IDF, topic
modeling, clustering) for the classification task in the Results section. We also
compare the clusters of words and dependencies and their union.

With the best representation of tweets, we train machine learning models (see
Section 3.1 for details) and apply them to automatically identify the polarity-
based classes of unannotated tweets. We utilize both manually and automatically
labeled tweets for the analysis discussed in the next section.

2.3 Analyzing online behavior of ISIS followers

In the following sub-sections, we discuss how we can utilize the classification of
ISIS follower tweets to understand the online behaviors of the followers when
they wrote the tweets. The notations used in the sub-sections are listed below.

T : The set of all the tweets written by known ISIS followers

D: The set of all the relevant dates when the followers wrote their tweets

3 http://www.tomgibara.com/clustering/fast-spatial/



– The function labels(tweet) returns two classes of the two polarities as the labels
of the given tweet

– The function date(tweet) returns the date of posting the given tweet

Which polarity categories did ISIS followers adhere to when writing
tweets? The polarity-driven tweet classification helps answer this question by
separating opposite categories in each polarity dimension (see Observations (1)-
(2) in the Results section).

What did ISIS followers highlight in their tweets, differentiating two
opposite categories? This question is not to locate the top-frequent keywords
in the tweets (e.g. ISIS, Syria, US), but to identify the keywords that are high-
lighted more for one side than for the other side and vice versa. Such keywords
may help us understand how the followers tried to differentiate ISIS from ‘them’.

To answer this question, we devise a statistical function that considers the
proposed classification and gives higher weights to potential ‘answers’ than the
other terms as illustrated in Equation (1).

f(word, cat1, cat2) = log (1 + count(word, cat1) + count(word, cat2))

×
(
count(word, cat1)

count(cat1)
− count(word, cat2)

count(cat2)

)
count(word, cat) = |{∀t ∈ T |word ∈ t ∧ cat ∈ labels(t)}|
count(cat) = |{∀t ∈ T |cat ∈ labels(t)}|

(1)

The main function f in Equation (1) takes three arguments: a word and
two orthogonal categories in each dimension (e.g. ‘us’/‘them’), and returns an
estimate of how well the word differentiates the first category from the second
category. Basic ideas of the estimation are 1) to prefer terms that appear rela-
tively more often in the tweets of the first category than the second category,
and 2) to prefer more frequent terms to less frequent terms in the two categories.

We apply this function to all the unique words in the tweets and rank the
words for the two dimensions, f(word, ‘us’, ‘them’) and f(word, ‘objective’,
‘subjective’). The ranking results are summarized in Observations (4)-(6).

At a given time, what did ISIS followers highlight in their tweets, dif-
ferentiating two opposite categories? Equation (1) can be used to identify
key differentiating words in the whole set of the known ISIS follower tweets, but
cannot identify keywords at a given time. Such temporal analysis is important
due to the need of spontaneously employing relevant counter-measures against
the ISIS follower propaganda at the given time.

To address the need, we revise the functions as illustrated in Equation (2).
The difference is that the new function ft in Equation (2) requires one more
argument, a specific time (i.e. date), and takes into account only the tweets
posted on and/or before the given date, giving older tweets lower weights by
using an exponential decay function.



ft(w, c1, c2, t0) = log (1 + countt(w, c1, t0) + countt(w, c2, t0))

×
(
freqt(w, c1, t0)

freqt(c1, t0)
− freqt(w, c2, t0)

freqt(c2, t0)

)
freqt(w, c, t0) =

∑
∀t∈T,w∈t∧c∈labels(t)∧date(t)≤t0

e−λ(t0−date(t))

freqt(c, t0) =
∑

∀t∈T,c∈labels(t)∧date(t)≤t0

e−λ(t0−date(t))

countt(w, c, t0) = |{∀t ∈ T |w ∈ t ∧ c ∈ labels(t) ∧ date(t) ≤ t0}|

(2)

We also apply this function to rank all the unique words at selected times
and summarize the results in Observations (7)-(8).

3 Results

3.1 Classification performance

The manually labeled tweets (Section 2.1) are used for training machine learning
models of the automatic classification, which are then applied to automatically
label the tweets that are not manually labeled. All the tweets are pre-processed
(i.e. removing punctuations, non-alphanumeric tokens, converting to lowercase).

We compare the three vector representations of tweets described in Section
2.2 (i.e. TF-IDF, Topic modeling, clustering) and their combinations. As for the
clustering-based representation, we also compare the results of different cluster-
ing methods (i.e. K-Means, DBSCAN, GVM) and also the clustering results of
different IU types (i.e. word only, word + dependency) whose embeddings are
learnt from different tweet corpora (i.e. ISIS follower tweets only, a big tweet
corpus crawled with relevant keywords).

We apply two classification methods of support vector machine (SVM) and
XGBoost [31] to the three vector representations of tweets. We also apply feature
selection by using Chi-square test (threshold: 50%, which showed the best result).

Table 3 summarizes the performance results in terms of micro-averaged F-
score with the following settings: Tweets are represented with TF-IDF and the
results of different clustering methods, and feature selection is employed. We
used k-fold cross-valiation for the evaluation (k=10). The first column shows
the type of IUs used for the clustering-based tweet representation. The second
column indicates the clustering method for experiment. The columns 3-4 and 5-6
are the evaluation results on the political and subjectivity polarities, respectively.

The best F-scores of the political and subjectivity polarities are 71.4% and
78.9%, respectively (p-value=0.01). In general, the combination of word and de-
pendency IUs shows better results than individual IU types. Note that all the
reported results are obtained when using both unigrams and bigrams, which
show higher results in our experiments than using either unigrams or bigrams.
Both K-Means and GVM clustering methods are helpful for the classification



IU type Clustering Political polarity Subjectivity polarity
method SVM XGBoost SVM XGBoost

word KMeans 69.6% 69.4% 73.6% 77.4%
word GVM 68.9% 70.6% 73.2% 76.6%
word DBSCAN 59.6% 69.8% 56.4% 63.5%

dep KMeans 70.0% 71.0% 75.0% 72.6%
dep DBSCAN 59.3% 69.0% 56.4% 64.3%

word+dep KMeans 71.1% 71.4% 80.4% 76.6%
word+dep GVM 72.5% 68.7% 79.3% 76.2%
word+dep DBSCAN 59.3% 64.3% 56.4% 58.3%

Table 3. Evaluation results of tweet classification (‘dep’ indicates ‘dependency’)

task. The evaluation results discussed below are thus based on the tweet repre-
sentation with combination of word and dependency IUs that are clustered by
using K-Means and GVM, called as ‘default’ setting.

Table 4 shows the evaluation results with settings different from the ‘default’
setting, based on which we discuss about the impact of the parameters proposed
in this paper. The first three rows (i.e. ‘Only TF-IDF’, ‘Only topic modeling’,
‘Only clustering’) show the performance of our system when using only one
of the three tweet representations. The clustering-based tweet representation
shows the highest performance, and the topic modeling-based representation
the second best. However, the combination of all the three representations (the
fourth row) does not outperform the combination of TF-IDF and clustering-
based representation except the topic modeling-based representation. This may
indicate that the clustering results cover the topic modeling results significantly.
We also tested our system without feature selection (the fifth row), and found
feature selection enhances the system performance significantly.

Configuration Political Subjectivity
SVM XGBoost SVM XGBoost

Only TF-IDF 59.3% 65.1% 56.4% 59.5%
Only topic modeling 62.9% 68.3% 65.7% 69.0%
Only clustering 71.0% 69.8% 79.3% 76.2%

Default with topic modeling 71.4% 69.4% 78.2% 74.6%
Default without feature selection 68.2% 70.2% 78.2% 75.4%

Clustering with ISIS follower tweets 71.8% 67.5% 78.6% 77.8%
Table 4. Evaluation results of tweet classification in terms of F-score

Table 5 shows the performance of the best model for each polarity-driven
class. As for the political polarity, the precision for the three classes is similar,
but their recall is different such that the recall of the ‘other’ class is the highest,
which may mean some tweets are misclassified into the ‘other’ class. The political



polarity generally shows lower performance than the subjectivity polarity. This
may be due to the fact that a tweet may include entity names of both sides.
Note that we label such a tweet with the category of the side that plays more
active role (e.g. attack) than the other side (e.g. killed).

Class Political polarity Class Subjectivity polarity
Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score

us 72.3% 48.1% 55.2% objective 81.5% 98.8% 89.2%
them 73.3% 40.4% 46.9% subjective 75.1% 70.6% 72.0%
other 73.3% 94.9% 82.4% other 70.0% 35.1% 46.5%
Table 5. Evaluation results for each of the polarity-driven classes

us them other

objective 2,786 1,680 5,425
subjective 30 137 3,112

other 1 3 1,088

Table 6. Counts of automati-
cally labeled tweets

As explained in the Methods section, we per-
form clustering by measuring similarity between
information units based on embeddings learnt
from a corpus. We tested two corpora for this
purpose: 1) ISIS follower tweets and 2) big tweet
corpus including the ISIS follower tweets. The
big tweet corpus was constructed in 2016 October
by crawling 3,846,457 tweets that contain any of
relevant keywords4. We collected the keywords
as follows: We first crawled tweets that contain
terrorism-related keywords (e.g. ‘terrorism’), but
found that they are quite different from the ISIS
follower tweets, thus not useful for the behavioral analysis. We then applied
Naive Bayes to classify between the ISIS follower tweets and the terrorism-
related tweets and identified the words that differentiate the former from the
latter the most, which were used as the search keywords. The clustering with
embeddings learnt from the big tweet corpus shows better performance than
those learnt only with the ISIS follower tweets (the last row of Table 4), even
though the two corpora were constructed at different times.

3.2 Online behavior analysis results

We apply the best classification model to all unlabeled tweets, whose automatic
classification results are summarized in Table 6. We analyze all the tweets, both
manually and automatically labeled, and describe our observations below.

Which polarity categories did ISIS followers adhere to when writing
tweets? We plot the counts of tweets that were posted on each date and belong

4 islamicstate, syria, syrian, isis, iraqi, iraq, aleppo, assad, mosul, palmyra, ramiallolah,
fallujah, ramadi, homs, kuffar, kafir, kufr, amaq, sheikh, shia, damascus, deir ezzor,
abu bakr al-baghdadi, #albaghdadi, raqqah, nusayri, azaz, awlaki, anwar al-awlaki,
islamic, islam, yarmouk, khanaser, khanase, tadmur, daraa



to the pre-defined categories as in Figures 1 and 2, where the X-axis indicates
the series of relevant dates, and Y-axis tweet counts. Note that the plots include
dates from 2016 January to 2016 May, omitting the year 2015, because the year
2015 have much fewer tweets than the year 2016.

Fig. 1. Counts of tweets belonging to ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ categories over time

Observation 1 The ISIS followers almost always wrote more ‘objective’ tweets
than ‘subjective’ ones (Figure 1).

This may suggest that the followers want to paint them as ‘neural’ (i.e. non-
obvious ISIS supporters), which may have better appeal to the audience. These
‘objective’ tweets of ISIS followers, however, were not always based on facts. For
instance, they “twisted small, one-sided skirmishes into significant battlefield
victories”, thus “spreading panic” in Mosul, before ISIS conquered the city in
2014 June [32].

Fig. 2. Counts of tweets belonging to ‘us’ and ‘them’ categories over time

Observation 2 The ISIS followers wrote about the activities of ‘us’ more fre-
quently than those of ‘them’ (Figure 2).



This obvious tendency as followers may show that the followers think that the
media do not publish enough of the ISIS activities, and thus want to advertise
them to the public to keep a balance between the two sides. Note also that when
they reported about the activities of ‘them’, they wrote more subjective tweets
about ‘them’ (8%), mostly with negative emotion, than about ‘us’ (1%).

What did ISIS followers highlight in their tweets, differentiating op-
posite categories? We apply the functions of Equation (1) to all the tweets
with the following two pairs of arguments: 1) f(word, ‘us’, ‘them’) vs. f(word,
‘them’, ‘us’) and 2) f(word, ‘objective’, ‘subjective’) vs. f(word, ‘subjective’,
‘objective’). The resultant top-ranked words are listed in Table 7. We group the
top-ranked keywords as follows: 1) Entity-referring words (‘islamic’ and ‘state’
indicate ‘Islamic State’; ‘rebels’ include SAF, FSA, and YPG), 2) military words,
3) location-indicating words, 4) religious words, and 5) other words (e.g. near,
today), which are not listed in the tables.

us them

Entity isis, state, islamic, iraq, iraqi, amaqagency,
islamicstate

us, ypg, rebels, syria, saudi,
russia, assad, usa, fsa, turk-
ish, nusra

Military army, fighters, soldiers, killed, attack airstrikes, fight, bomb, kill
Location area, near, west, fallujah, ramadi, east aleppo
Religious - -

objective subjective

Entity isis, syria, iraq, islamicstate, islamic, iraqi,
state

is

Military killed, army, forces, soldiers, attack -
Location aleppo, near, city -
Religious - allah, muslims, islam, mus-

lim

Table 7. Top-20 differentiating keywords: ‘us’ vs. ‘them’, ‘objective’ vs. ‘subjective’

Observation 3 The ISIS followers used more location-related words, which re-
fer to the locations of military operations, when writing about ‘us’ than about
‘them’ (6 keywords compared to 1 keyword) (Table 7).

The frequent military location keywords along with the military action keywords
(e.g. ‘army’, ‘attack’) may indicate that the ISIS followers highlighted military
activities of ISIS, though often exaggerated. In comparison, the two military
keywords of ‘them’, ‘airstrikes’ and ‘bomb’, were used to criticize the civilian
casaulities caused by the airstrikes of ‘them’.

Observation 4 When the ISIS followers wrote about ‘them’, they specified who
are ‘them’, individually criticizing ‘them’ (11 out of 20 top-ranked keywords)
(Table 7).



The entity-referring keywords show who belong to which side from the perspec-
tive of ISIS, who consider most except them as ‘them’. They criticized ‘them’
individually and specifically in their tweets. Note that all the entity-referring
keywords of ‘us’ (e.g. Amaq News Agency5) are closely related to ISIS, with the
exception of ‘Iraq’ where most of ISIS activities at the time happened.

Observation 5 The top-ranked keywords of ‘objective’ tweets mainly indicate
the people and locations of military activities (Table 7).

This observation, together with the fact that most of the tweets about ‘us’ are
‘objective’, is in line with the fact that ISIS’ online propaganda is intertwined
with their real-life military operations [32].

Observation 6 The top-ranked keywords of ‘subjective’ tweets are mostly reli-
gious words (Table 7).

As shown in Table 6, most of the subjective tweets are about ‘them’, which
together with Observation 6 may indicate that the ISIS followers criticize ‘them’
with religious terms, even non-Muslim ‘them’ (e.g. USA, Russia).

At a specific time, what did ISIS followers highlight in their tweets,
differentiating opposite categories? We chose two specific dates for the tem-
poral analysis, which are commonly cited in the Web pages6 that list important
events related to ISIS, as follows: Iraqi troops retook the city of Ramadi from
ISIS around December 28, 2015, and ISIS claimed responsibility for the terrorist
attacks in Brussels on March 22, 2016. We chose the six dates before/after the
two dates as shown in Table 8.

We utilized the functions of Equation (2) (λ = 0.5) as follows: 1) f(word, ‘us’,
‘them’, date) with each of the three dates around December 28, 2015, and 2)
f(word, ‘us’, ‘other’, date) with each of the three dates around March 22, 2016.
We compare ‘us’ with the ‘other’ class of the poltical polarity because the tweets
about the Brussels attack are not about ‘them’ and thus classified to ‘other’.
The resultant top-ranked words are listed in Table 8.

Observation 7 The temporal analysis captures the significance of the location
keyword ‘ramadi’ for the class ‘us’ around December 28, 2015 (Table 8).

The keyword ‘ramadi’ was ranked high not only on December 29, 2015, but also
on an earlier date of December 26, because the city was retaken on December 28
as the result of attacks for several months7. Note that the rank of the keyword
‘ramadi’ for the ‘us’ class went down after the retake.

Observation 8 The temporal analysis captures the significance of the location
keyword ‘brussels’ for the class ‘other’ after March 22, 2016 (Table 8).

5 https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/15/world/middleeast/a-news-agency-with-
scoops-directly-from-isis-and-a-veneer-of-objectivity.html

6 https://www.wilsoncenter.org/article/timeline-rise-and-spread-the-islamic-state,
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/08/08/world/isis-fast-facts/

7 http://edition.cnn.com/2015/12/28/middleeast/iraq-military-retakes-ramadi/



Unlike the attacks on Ramadi for several months, the terrorist attack on Brussels
happened exactly on March 22, 2016, which explains the sudden appearance of
the keyword ‘brussels’ after the attack. Even though ISIS claimed that they
are responsible for the Brussels attack, the keyword ‘brussels’ is not strongly
associated with the ‘us’ class. Instead, another location keyword of ‘palmyra’
had been ranked high before and even after the Brussels attack, which may
reflect the fact that ISIS military activities were focused on Palmyra at the
time. These results may imply that the ISIS followers highlighted ‘important’
events, which can be different from the highlights of the other media.

12-26 12-29 12-31
us them us them us them

1 is breaking is russia is syria
2 iraqi russia iraqi syria isis russia
3 isis saudi forces breaking iraq russian
4 fighters islamic killed airstrikes ramiallola saudi
5 regime us army alive forces civilians
6 battles ramiallolah baghdad tel targeting trained
7 damascus fallujah ramadi airport civilian sakirkhader
8 fierce isf alshabaab bomb led hit
9 ramadi executed hands casualties iraqi yemen
10 west military amisom defence neighborhoods warplane

12 ramadi

03-19 03-23 03-25
us other us other us other

1 is is isis muslims isis allah
2 killed takfir killed people killed brussels
3 syria us syria brussels army is
4 army make attack news palmyra kronykal
5 iraq allah attacks muslim state time
6 soldiers milksheikh2 palmyra police islamic muslim
7 near islam iraq world syria people
8 palmyra muslim soldiers say attack think
9 west like today twitter forces muslims
10 russian muslims abu like south years

Table 8. Top differentiating keywords of temporal analysis

4 Conclusion

We present a classification scheme and statistical measures to analyze the online
behaviors of the ISIS followers when they wrote their tweets. By comparing the
opposite categories in the two polarity dimensions, we could identify the be-
havioral patterns in form of top-weighted keywords. In particular, the temporal



analysis helps us understand what might be the highlights of the ISIS follower
tweets at a given time in comparison to the other media.
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